January 11, 2021

Following the 2016 election, I suggested Trump could be the death of the Republican party. He wasn’t a true
Republican. Heck, he was a registered Democrat in 2009. He was populism manifested. Bernie, but for a
different party.
He doesn’t care about the 2nd Amendment. Or Roe v Wade. He wants to be worshipped. He will support
anything that furthers that motive. I will go to my grave some day (hopefully later rather than sooner) still
confounded how my fellow veterans could so rabidly support his stance on the military after his treatment of
McCain.
He received over 74mm votes in November. I was sure this was the final nail in the fiscally conservative
Republican party. The party of law and order. Compassionate conservatism. Gone.
And then a terrible thing happened. He did the most Trump thing ever. The gravity of the office, even after
four years, still hadn’t sunk in. He still didn’t realize that he wasn’t just playing a hype man on TV. He was
inciting actual violence. And I don’t think he cared – he loved saying “jump” and watching people do it.
Less regulation. Lower taxes. Taking China head on. None of it will matter. He will be remembered for last
week – that’s it. A Capitol Police officer died. It wasn’t antifa. Trump supporters, at his urging, stormed the
Capitol building.
This may be what saves the Republican party from Trump. Every Republican leader now has an out.
Remember Paul Ryan? Republican leaders that could disagree with Democratic leaders, but still put country
above party. Those people could once again have a seat at the table.
Last week pressed the reset button for the GOP. Time will tell if they pick up the mantle.

Last Week This Morning
-

-

10 Year Treasury spiked to 1.12% following the Democratic win in GA
o This is the highest level since March 20, 2020
o German bund at -0.52%
2 Year Treasury down to 0.13%
LIBOR at 0.13%
SOFR is 0.10%
The economy lost 140k jobs last month while the unemployment rate held steady at 6.7%
Trump was permanently banned from twitter and Democrats are considering a second impeachment
Despite all of this, you know how I know it’s going to be a good year? Michigan is extending
Harbaugh!
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Democratic Control
After a stunning upset in the GA special elections, the Democrats now have the slimmest of margins in the
Senate.
Rates spiked. We warned about this being a risk for higher rates in the November election, but I probably
underestimated the likelihood of it happening in the special elections. Georgia is blue?
More stimulus. Higher spending. Greater near-term growth. Bigger deficits. Inflation. Higher rates.
Democratic control, assuming they can vote in unison, pulls forward recovery because of the added stimulus
we will see shortly.
Biden will need to pick his battles carefully. Republicans can still filibuster. Democrats can rely on
reconciliation, which basically allows one fiscal-related bill per year to bypass filibuster. But what’s the
priority if you can only do this once a year?
I don’t think Democrats tackle taxes this year. They will be too focused on stimulus to simultaneously pursue
tax reform. Plus, why raise taxes on corporations when you are dealing with a weak labor market? Does
Biden really want to upset risk sentiment in the middle of a pandemic by threatening tax changes?
But 2022? Yeah, taxes will be on the agenda, particularly if Democrats increase their majority. We’ll see if
moderate Democrats want to attach their name to tax hikes. Let’s not forget how hard it was for Republicans
to address tax reform in 2017 with a bigger majority. Obviously, if I’m wrong, Democrats will go after wealth
redistribution economic inequality low hanging fruit.
More likely, those two Senate seats translate into an additional $1T in spending this year and more next year.
That’s why rates are up. Stronger economic growth and greater likelihood of inflation. Most economic
forecasts I’m reading suggest higher GDP by 0.5% and 1.0% this year and next, respectively.
Here’s what I think Democrats focus on this year in lieu of taxes.
1. COVID stimulus
a. Personal - increase the $600 to $2,000, which costs about $350B
i. How about we get current on those rent payments? Just sayin’…
b. State – increase money to states, perhaps $300B
2. Infrastructure – Biden’s $600B infrastructure and industrial policy plans are far more likely to pass
now and may even get some support from Republicans. This will be spread out over two years.
Friday’s terrible job report only increases the urgency around additional stimulus.
This increased spending also requires increased Treasury supply, likely requiring $370B per month
throughout 2021 to fund a $2.5T fiscal deficit. In late October we wrote that Treasury supply, not economic
growth, causes rates to spike (https://www.pensford.com/strong-gdp-wont-cause-rates-to-spike-buttreasury-supply-could/). Look at BNP’s net Treasury supply increase.
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The odds of the 10 Year Treasury hitting 1.50% this year have jumped. What if some Fed official mentions
the possibility for tapering, a la Bernanke 2013? What if the Fed ties an unemployment rate to tapering and
unemployment rate drops faster than expected? The market will price in tapering.
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The new range on the 10 Year Treasury is likely 1.00%-1.15%, with the broader range still being 0.75%-1.50%.
I don’t think rates are on a runaway train, but there is newfound upward pressure on yields. Keep in mind,
however, that the Fed will intervene if they do spike to uncomfortable levels.

Week Ahead
Maybe impeachment news on Monday? Does economic data matter right now?
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